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**Gap Test Consequences for Quasibrittle Fracture Mechanics, Scaling and HRR Theory of Metal Fracture**

Zdeněk P. Bažant

**ABSTRACT:** The recently conceived gap test, in which fracture is tested at various levels of crack-parallel stress $\sigma_{xx}$, indicates the need for major conceptual changes in quasibrittle fracture mechanics, and also leads to a scaling law of the HRR theory, with an alternative method to test $J_{cr}$ in plastic-hardening metals. For quasibrittle materials such as concrete, the gap test combined with the classical size effect law and FE damage analysis reveals that the crack-parallel stresses $\sigma_{xx}$, $\sigma_{zz}$ and $\sigma_{xz}$ can double the Mode I fracture energy, $G_f$, or reduce it to zero. For plastic-hardening metals, a size effect law with an intermediate asymptote that reflects the size changes of the yielding zone is derived and verified by tests of notched aluminum beams. The main consequence for quasibrittle fracture is that the line crack models, i.e., LEFM, XFEM and cohesive crack model, are applicable only if the crack-parallel stresses $\sigma_{xx}$, $\sigma_{zz}$, $\sigma_{xz}$ are nearly zero, which occurs in all standard fracture test specimens but rarely in practice. FE simulation of these effects requires considering a fracture process zone of finite width, as in the crack band model, and using a realistic tensorial damage law, such as the microplane model. The lecture ends by comments on some practical problems in which a major effect of $\sigma_{xx}$ must be expected, including hydraulic fracturing of shale, beam shear or slab punch in reinforced concrete, pressure vessel or composite fuselage under biaxial tension, shear in composite wing of aircraft, composite crush cans for cars, sideways cracks in composites, frictional Mode II cracks in geology, and sea ice fractures.
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